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1.0 SUMMARY
This document examines a Return-to-la6nch-Site (RTLS) abort with
three Space Shuttic Main Engines (SSME) operational. The results
are trajectories and mein engine cutoff (MECO) conditions that are
approximately the same as a two SSHE case. Requiring the three
SSME solution to match the two SSME abort eliminates additional
crew training and is accomplished with negligible software impact.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
Preliminary RTLS guidance and targeting software for the Space
Shuttle is documented in Reference (A). This note documents
another in a series of performance verification studies planned
to verify the adequacy of that software. The three SSt'E RTLS
abort case was executed using essentially the same procedures
re quired for the t ,.,o SS"E P.TLS case. The riethod used „as to rap-
a three 55ME abort look identical to a single S5t 1,E failure by
throttling back the three engines. A point is reached in throttle
setting where the total thrust of all three engines is equal to
the commanded thrust of two engines for a single engine failure
case.
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3.0 DISCUSSION
This study used a three degree of freedom simulation contained on
a Space Vehicle Dynamic Simulation (SVDS) 2.3.11 milestone file
(Reference (B)) for a Baseline Reference Mission (ERM) 3A launched
from the 4lesterii Test Range (WTR).
For simplicity it is desirable to use the two SSME RTLS guidance
for the three SS1'.E RUS abort. If the trajectories for the two
cases are similar then the crew procedures will he same.
For the three SSME abort the throttle was set at 73 percent (2/3
of 109 percent) during the fuel dissipation phase. Similarly a
desired throttle setting of 213 X 100 or 67 percent was used
during the flyback. With the exception of these modifications,
the two cases used identical parameters. The code for the throttle
commands is presented below (Reference (C)):
K CMD = .73 + .36 (3 - N SSME)
Kl	= K CIO - .l8/N SSt1E
where
K Ch'f1 - fuel dissipation throttle eomrand
K 1	- flyback throttle co;-,mand
number of SSME active
The only chonge required to implericnt the three SSf'E is to channe
the value of Pl_SS61E for the type of abort. This can be accomplished
`	 -- - 
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with the same flag or logic that reconfigures the autopilot at
abort.
The excess Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) and Reaction Control
System (RCS) fuel was dissipated by igniting the two MIS and the
four aft axial RCS engines. Subsequently a preselected quantity
of OHS fuel was burned by tie same RCS engines to insure complete
consui..ption of the 0' S fuel before rain engine cutoff (!'ECO).
The turnaround tire is predicted assuming that the 0.'S and RCS
engines are on until t'ECO. During flyback the time to go (TGO)
to MECO is computed using all currently active engines.
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4.0 RESULTS
Throttling the three SSME to the approximate thrust level of two
SSME results in a successful RTLS. The conditions at MECO for
three abort times are presented in Table I. Identical guidance
target values were used in all cases.
The simulation included a two second interval at minimum throttle
prior to shutde , rn. The specified 00 percent rinimum thruttle setting
is independent of the nur-Ler of active SSMF. This results in a
mismatch between the simulations during the thrust termination
phase. The result is that the three SS!'E thrust termination
phase is approximately 0.5 seconds shorter than that of the twc
SSME case because the 3 SSME case has higher acceleration durinu
the two second minimum throttle interval. Since both simulations
are targeted at approxir.!ately the same Range-Velocity (RV) point,
the thr(re SS!,F case must shutdown earl ier to achieve -the same
increase in velocity as the 2 SSPE case. The relative flight path
angle is positive, and decreasing at approximately 0.26 degrees
per second for both cases. The effect of the r).5 second earlier
shutdown is exhibited by the lower altitudes e.nd the .15 to .20
degree higher flight path angles of the three SYIE cases.
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It should be noted that the minimum throttle interval may not be
required for RTLS and then no mismatch will exist. The minimum
throttle 2/3 SSME mismatch was removed from the simulation by
using 40 percent as the setting for the thrfo ;iS!"C shutdovm. This
throttle setting is equivalent to 60 percent used in the two SSNE
cases. The MECO conditions for these runs compare favorably to
Vho$^, of the t—) Sf"'r 	 Th^ nixie..—i di ffer t—c- t • etS nrn
flight path angles t-;as reduced from .20 to .01 degrees. A one
degree change in the RTLS entry flight path iingle yields approximately
a five nautical vile change in ranee (Reference (U)). The flight
path angle differences shown in Table I arould have a rinic;al effect
upon the RTLS entry range.
The trajectories are presented in Figures 1 to 3 for the inertial
velocit y -altitude plane. The trajectories are very similar. The
differences are due to the re quirement that SSME throttle settings
be iwplr;.rented in on^ percent increments. For instance, a change
from 1C.'O to 99': for the two SS'IE case would not he matched in the
three SSf'C case .;inc r, for three SSVE it v.-oold ar. ount to only 2/3".
The SVE throttle histories (Figures 4 to 6) short typical resrcrose.
The soft rare ic.;pac+ is r:egl igihle, consisting of an increase in
core storage of three constarts i+nd an ir.cr( , ase ire coMPutation
time clue to five a,ld-itional arithi !etic oper(Jions.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS
A three SSME RTLS abort can be accomplished by throttling the three
engines in a manner to make the thrust approximately the same as
the two SSME case. Minimum additional software is required to
support this case since it consists of only
a) an increase of core storage for three constants
h) an ircrAase nf coMrutatinnAl time due to five
additional arithmetic operations.
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